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Occupational Safety and Health Branch 

Labour Department 

13/F., Harbour Building 

38 Pier Road, Central, Hong Kong 
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2157 1245 

Dear Sir, 

Re: Raising Penalties of Occupational Safety and Health Legislation 

Comments from the Hong Kong Construction Association. Ltd. 

We write on behalf of our 300 Members to object to your proposal to increase 

the maximum fines and the maximum imprisonment terms under the 

Occupational Safe鑼 and Health Legislation applicable to construction 

Our o鋤ection is not that we do not care about construction safety, on 

contrary, the whole industry had poured in lots 

decade to improve site safety, some in join hands 

of 

with your department 

resources over the 

the 

past 

penalties 

key 初ctor 

Raising the 

contractors are 

liable 

We object because we do not believe raising 

contractors alone could reduce accidents nor is it a 

safety incidents and the obvious party  

on mrnn 

positively 

penalties 

the main 

contributing 

misled pub庇 

contributor of 

Construction site accidents were caused by a wide varieties of mishaps and 

reasons. To improve construction site safety, all stakeholders along the supp燭 

chain, including property owners, designers and consultants, main contractors, 

subcontractors, site supervisors, workers and authority must own and take up 

their fair share of site safety responsibility. For example, the design and 

detailing needed to consider construction methods, contract periods need to 
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be reasonable and achievable. Des~n and construction period are two m可or 

contributors to construction risks. Others included ag卣ng of skilled work約rces, 

shortage of suitab哼 skilled 衲.'orkers and workers' attitudes. 

Hong Kong construction industry contributed 5.2% of GDP in 2017, and 

employing 8% of the wor划ng population. Main contractors are sizeable 購cal 

employers. Over 481,000 construction workers are reg憾tered, qualified 億r 

green cards and working to Designated Workers for Designated 升ades in new 

work projects whi沌 another 8,400+ are reg揀tered minor works workers 

working in RMAA. They are all registered and own personally duty to practice 

sa免 site working not only to care for themselves but a傳o to their peers. It 你 

current good practice norm that main contractors of new projects make it 

compulsory for workers to attend induction safety trainings and regular safety 

tr圖nings on sites they attended to. Nonetheless, accidents still happen. 

If we 地。k at the accident rate for the past 10 years. The accident rate per 1000 

workers dropped from 61.4 in 2008 to 28.7 in the first half of 2018.The total 

number of industrial accidents has not dropped in parallel on∼ because the 

base figure (numbers of construction workers) has increased significantly. 

Fatality number per year ranged from the low 9 (2010) to a high 24(2012) 

averaged 19 over the ten years period and it was 15 in 2018. The fac鏽 are the 

accident rates are trending down and the yearly 他ta 一 cases re怯tive哼 steady. 

In addition to the OSHL penalties, there are other very significant losses (not 

obvious to the public) that main contractors had to suffer, in a case of serious 

accident both under contract and government contractors management 

procedures, from poor rating in the Contractors' Per約 rmance Reports to total 

suspension from tendering public projects. These financial losses usual∼ 物 r 

outwe勺h the penalties app庇ab炮 under the law and all main contractors, 

irrespective of the ordinance penalt艷s, have abs創ute垃 no reason not to take 

reasonable care nor prov閹e PPE for our valuable workforce. 
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The Labour Department shall not simp∼ compared fine levels of other 

countries without considering prevailing circumstances and operation details 

of those countries such as import labours, quality of the work化rce, trade splits 

and work practices, construction periods, corn創e如鑼。f des咱n, concentration 

of 認io rkforc已 ro艷s of labour unions in managing work sa艷ty practices, and/or 

imposed responsibilities on design, safety precautions against property owners 

and des岣n consultants, etc.. 

If the Department care to study the UK Construction (Design and Management) 

Regulations 2015 that, to our view, is a better approach to improve health and 

safety of the industry through: 

sensib呼俐an the work so the risks involved are managed from start to 

finish 

have the right pe硐e for the right job at the right time 

3 cooperate and coordinate own work with others 

have the right information about the risks and how they are being 

managed 

communicate this information effective哼 to those who need to know 

consult and engage with workers about the risks and how they are 

beinci manacied 

The Association take note that substantial numbers of past poor safety 

performance cases were related to improper workers' behaviours. Changing 

workers unsafe beha謂。urs cannot sole汐 re∼ on raising the penalties to punish 

the main contractors. We were very disappointed that Labour Department had 

been reluctant to prosecute those 苒Norkers actingwith unsafe beha喇。ur. 丁he 

judgements for attributable penalties clearly show how the court viewed the 

seve鳴 and relative contributions by main contractors. Labour Department 

ought to always prosecute any worker who behaved unsafely, and such 

commitment would be a game changer to improve workers' safe working 

attitude. 
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The Association members take great exception to the proposed tin蚶ng 斫 

maximum fines for Indictable Offences with company turnover. This total垃 new 

"concept'’一“the maximum fine leve憾 be pegged to the turnover of convicted 

entities" will change the regulatory regime and change the business 

environment. How can the Labour Department justifiab緲 propose 

penalties equivalent 約 calculating parking fines based on the value。fthe 

Cffen求“g vehicle? Th憾怙 simply unfair and discriminating to the size of 

the business. 

Any main contractor being prosecuted 俺r serious accident (who shal 一 have its 

right to defend its case) wou 一 d immediate哼 result in their creditability status 

be加g weaken by the huge potential fines that threaten normal bank credits. 

The result would be detrimental to that main contractor and could lead to 

bankruptcy, redundancy and uncontrollable knock on potential哼 serious 

implications that affect the whole supp哼 chain, workers and public at large 

Members had expressed that this level of penalty will result in many main 

contractors considering to withdraw business from Hong Kong. 

We noted LD drew re佗 rence to the UK laws as 'the basis of the proposal and 

w帳h to have your detailed explanation on how the UK penalties are calculated 

and said to be turnover linked without limit 

The proposed increase in imprisonment period together with the raise of 

penalties are 切ta坶 d沁proportionate to the business return. Since the 

commencement of the legislation there has not been any case of immediate 

imprisonment 約r wor蚝rs who breached the 。樹inance and offences 

concerning workers are seldom invoked by the Labour Department We have 

yet to see any ana駱is regarding the effect 斫 an increase in fine level on the 

accident rates in those overseas countries. 

Hong Kong is already topping the world in its construction cost and the current 
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p ropo sa怪 by the government shall no doubt drive up costs. Our construction 

workers are a 一 ready being paid high wages and they owe a duty to work in a 

safe manner. 

In condu薊on, we bel沌ye your proposal is on∼ finding the easy way out to 

shovel respon新bilities and public attentions to m勛n contractors, for which we 

utterly reject We see the need to properly segregate responsibilities 

amongst industry stakeholders (as stated above) and develop 

enforcement mechanisms to ensure that each responsible parties carry 

their in-dischargeable responsibilities. Not until stakeholders own their 

share 斫 responsib禮 ities, raising penalties to main contract。偺 without 

changing the other 枷ctors on∼ serve to damage the industry. 

Yours sincere幟 

Thomas Tse 

Chief Executive 

/ac 

cc. Secreta了for Labour and Welfare 

Secre幻夕加r Development 

Construction Industry Counci〔一 Attn: Mr. Cl-IANKa-kui (Fax: 2100 9090) 

Hon Abraham SHEK Lai-Him, GBS, JP (Fax: 2588 162刃 

Jr Dr Hon LO Wai-kwok, SBS, MH, JP (Fax :2539 062刀 

Hon Tony 六E Wai-chuen, BBS (Fax: 3462 2405) 
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Disclaimer 

Whilst reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the information 

contained in this publication, the CIC nevertheless would encourage readers to seek 

appropriate independent advice from their professional advisers where possible and 

readers should not treat or rely on this publication as a substitute for such professional 

advice for taking any relevant actions. 

Enquiries 

Enquiries on this publication may be made to the CIC Secretariat at 

CIC Headquarters 

15/F, Allied Kajima Building, 

138 Gloucester Road, 

Wanchai, Hong Kong 

Tel: (852) 2100 9000 

Fax: (852) 2100 9090 

Email: enquiry@hkcic.org  

Website: www.hkcic.org  
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The Construction Industry Council (CIC) is committed to seeking continuous 
improvement in all aspects of the construction industry in Hong Kong. To achieve this 
aim, the CIC forms Committees, Task Forces and other forums to review specific areas 
of work with the intention of producing Alerts, Reference Materials, Guidelines and 
Codes of Conduct to assist participants in the industry to strive for excellence. The CIC 
appreciates that some improvements and practices can be implemented immediately 
whilst others may take more time to adjust. It is for this reason that four separate 
categories of publication have been adopted, the purposes of which are as follows: 

細erts 

Reminders in the form of brief leaflets produced quickly to draw the immediate 
attention of relevant stakeholders the need to follow some good practices or to 
implement some preventative measures in relation to the industry 

Reference Materials 

Reference Materials for adopting standards or methodologies in such ways that are 
generally regarded by the industry as good practices. The CIC recommends the 
adoption of these Reference Materials by industry stakeholders where appropriate 

Guidelines 

The CIC expects all industry participants to adopt the recommendations set out in such 
Guidelines and to adhere to such standards or procedures therein at all times. Industry 
participants are expected to be able to justify any course of action that deviates from 
those recommendations. 

Codes of Conduct 

Under the Construction Industry Council Ordinance (Cap 587), the CIC is tasked to 
formulate codes of conduct and enforce such codes. The Codes of Conduct issued by 
the CIC set out the principles that all relevant industry participants should follow. The 
CIC may take necessary actions to ensure compliance 訥iith the Codes. If you have 
attempted to follow this publication, we do encourage you to share your feedback 
with us. Please take a moment to fill out the Feedback Form attached to this 
publication in order that we can further enhance it for the benefit of all concerned. 
With our joint efforts, we believe our construction industry will develop further and 
will continue to prosper for years to come. 



Purpose 

These reference materials are intended to revitalize a renowned maxim "Safety is 

Everybody Business" by defining the roles and responsibilities of different levels of 

stakeholders helping to reduce behavioral-based errors at work. To achieve this, a 

human performance-based model called "Stakeholder Model" is developed to provide 

reference for relevant stakeholders at respective leve憔 of their responsibilities in 

fulfillment of their possible legal duties which may be implicit in nature. This 

"Stakeholder Model" provides duties in general of different stakeholders at respective 

levels for the protection of workers at work 

The readers may read alone this "Reference Materials" to acquire a general 

understanding of the duties imposed by laws and may also read in conjunction with 

another publication "Practical Reference Guidance" of same series by CIC which is a 

supplementary reference on the specific processes that has been identified by the 

consultant to suit their needs 
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In this document, unless the context otherwise stated, the following definitions 

app醞 

Designer 

Main contractor 

Subcontractor 

A project controller to oversee the overall performance of - 

the entire project development. i 

A designated person or office acting on behalf of the client 〕 

under a lease or contract with obligations to protect the - 

interests of the client 

A professiona 一 body by app∼ing collective expertise in 

matter of their professional knowledge to give advice to 

client, who may be deve loper,  contractor of any tier,  

depending on the scopes of work. 

A person or firm engaged in carrying out construction work- 

in pursuant to a contract directly from client / developer - 

A person or firm engaged in carrying out specific tasks of i 

contraction work pursuant to a contract derive from main - 

contractor or upper tier of subcontractor 

Client! Developer 

Client's 

representative 
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Figure 1 Inter-relationship between roles, levels and responsibilities 14 
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Accident statistics in construction industry (2009-2018) 
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Levels in an organizational structure 

Responsibilities of Stakeholders at STRATEGIC Level 

Responsibilities of Stakeholders at TACTICAL Level 

Responsibilities of Stakeholders at OPERATIONAL Level 

Responsibilities of Stakeholders at BEHAVIOURAL Level 

Actions to break the chain of accident in construction 

phase 

Actions to break the chain of accident in renovation phase 

Actions to break the chain of accident in demolition phase 
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The high accident toll in Hong Kong is really frustrating. Losses behind the scene are 

suffered by families, industries and society at large and are always immense. Safety 

and health legislation aim to prescribe standards of performance for the protection of 

workmen while at work 

Safety is everybody business. To let more industrial stakeholders know more about 

their own safety responsibilities in prevention of accident at work, a "Stakeholder 

Model" is promoted in this publication to achieve the objective of such. In this model, 

stakeholders are distinguished by their respective roles in a project organization. In a 

construction project, there are different groups of people playing different interests in 

respect of their d体tinctive business roles. A client or developer who is a project 

controller has the ultimate objective to have the project completed timely and 

smoothly in the perspective of quality, safety and environmental issues. Sometimes, a 

client or developer may delegate her roles to a client's representative who acts on 

behalf of the client under a lease or contract to ensure that client's business goal and 

objectives are achieved 一 During project design, client or developer or even contractor 

undertaking the project may have the need for advice from a designer who by applying 

collective expertise in matter of their professional knowledge to give advice to client, 

developer or contractor depending on the scope of work, on the design and execution 

of the project or operation of a process. The designer, depending on his scope of work, 

can be an architect, engineer, surveyor or interior designer as accorded in "Guidance 

Notes of Design for Safety" (DevB, 2013). In project management, a main contractor is 

a person or firm entered into a contract with the client or developer to carry out 

construction work in pursuant to a contract. Normally, a main contractor plays the 

roles of project management while the physical works are undertaken by a 

subcontractor who is a person or firm engaged in carrying out specific task of 

construction work pursuant to a contract from upstream clients who can be a main 

contractor or a subcontractor 

Bearing different roles, every stakeholder should have an organizational structure 

established for implementation of the company policies. This organizational structure 

can be broadly distinguished into four levels while each level should perform different 

function to accomplish distinctive objectives. They are 

1. Strategic level - person holding a senior position in an organization, with a 

function to make high level decision at policy level 

8 



Tactical level - persons in line management with function to develop systems, 

programs, procedures, rules and any other means including their coordination 

and communication between parties to accomplish the goals and objectives 

Operational level - persons in line management with supervisory function to 

monitor the system implementation and provide feedback for review to 

accomplish the goals and objectives 

Behavioral level 一 persons in line management with executive function to comp悻 

with work procedures, rules and any other means to accomplish the goals and 

。句 ectives 

Having the stakeholders at respective levels identified, a thorough research and study 

has been conducted on current legislative instruments such as safety and health 

legislation, codes of practice, guidance notes and contract specifications that are 

currently practicing in construction industry. These instruments prescribed standards 

as the responsibilities of respective stakeholders for their compliance. The 

"Stakeholder Model" is therefore developed under this protocol for reference by the 

industrial stakeholders for the purpose of achieving the axiom of "Safety is Everybody 

Business". 

To let industrial stakeholders understand more about "Stakeholder Model", at the end 

of this reference material, a case was introduced to illustrate the applicability of 

"Stakeholder Model". The reader will find that since the stakeholder model is a human 

performance-based model which emphasizes on performance of specific 

responsibilities by a specific stakeholder at a specific level, therefore this model can be 

applied to any event for achieving a specific outcome. In case if there is a failure to 

meet a specific outcome, the model can assist to identify the shortfalls on respective 

stakeholders at respective leve惱 and respective responsibilities. The results are not 

faults finding but a source of information for review of policies and procedures to 

achieve the business goals and。句 ectives 
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Facing the high accident toll in construction industry (see Table 1), Construction 

Industry Council (CIC) has engaged a consultant at the end of November 2018 to 

conduct a research on the root causes that lead to the undesirable outcomes in 

performance of the construction industry in Hong Kong. 

Industrial Accidents in Construction Industry (2009-2018) 
建造業之工業意外數字 (2009 一 2018) 

2009 2010 201i 2D】2 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 加18 

擗αof Accidents 

意外嗷目 

2 755 2 884 3i 12 3 160 3232 3 467 3 723 3 720 39D2 3541 

x。一。fFatalities 
致命鴦外數俐 

19 9 23 24 22 20 19 I0 27 

Employment Size 
愛　人數 

50501 55341 62 635 7! 295 79303 82795 95103 107 799 118674 III 849 

Acc, raId! 000workers 
籐 I 000工人計的燾外率 

54.6 521 497 44.3 40.8 41.9 39I 34.5 329 31.7 

Fatality rat曰I 000 Workers 
匯I 000工人3十的致命意外串 

0.376 0.163 0.367 0.337 0277 0.242 0200 α093 0.185 0.125 

NUtcsm 

l 丁hr slal,.slies are compiled based on rho I longxorg Standard Industrialclassilicat tonvera ion2佳 

二 Figures nfeniploj,i定nisize only rovorar加maul workera oncornt川clionsi lis. 

3, F喀Ⅲus of rinploymenl size far calnalaling the nccidenl rule per I 000 mothers rio binS on the Quarterly Report or Employnneul and Va cannion slatinlko 

published 坶 the Censu, arid Statistics Depatintont 

Table 1: Acc捌ent statistics in construction indust鑼俚009-2 01劭 

The consultant in his research revealed that many academic studies in accident 

causation have concluded that accidents were results of people who did what they 

should not do, they failed to do what they should do or simply they did not know what 

they should do. 

Safety and health legislation prescribes sa艷ty standards 拘r duty holders t。枸“ow so 

as to eliminate or reduce the risk of injuries at work. However, since the legislatures 

are neither the one who creates the risk nor the one who works with the risk, the 

safety standards prescribed in laws because of their prescriptive nature cannot cover 

fully every dangerous situation resulting "loopholes" under the laws. To overcome this 

shortcoming, our Government has introduced general duty of employer, and 

employees under Section 6A and 6B of Factories and Industrial Undertaking Ordinance, 

Cap.59 in 1989 and subsequently extended to occupier under section 7 of 

Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance, Cap. 509. They are those performance- 

based type legislation which are flexible to cover all work tasks but without prescribing 

10 



standards of performance fully i.e. these legislation only tell what you should do but 

not how. This type of performance-based legislation requires the duty holders to 

conduct risk assessment to identify the hazards inherent in the task and the control 

measures needed to be taken. 

Furthermore, this type of legislation is written in a strict liability that the one who holds 

the ultimate control of the workplace or work should be held liable for such offence in 

law．一 n context of en億rcement, it may be effective to hold someone account 億r the 

prime responsibility. However, in context of accident prevention, it is not effective in 

the sense that there may be faults either intentionally or unintentionally conducted by 

any person or persons along the line management. These persons are scattered at 

whateverl eve你 such as strate圖c, tactical, operational and behaviora門evels as 

d污cussed in this reoort. 

Hence this is the purpose of CIC to publish this Reference Materials to assist the 

stakeholders in Hong Kong construction industry to dispel the myth within the trade 

This Reference Materia陳 d 体tinguishes the safetyr。悒s and responsibilities 斫 

respective stakeholders at different functional levels for the purpose of accident 

prevention hoping to revitalize our ma刈ni "Safety is Everybody Business" in bettering 

our future 

11 
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Stakeholder Model dev創oped in this Re艴rence Materia圬 is a human 

performance-based model which prescribes the responsibilities in detail stakeholders 

in respective levels that they should perform in minimizing the happening of accident 

in construction industry. It is a collection of all current legislation, codes of practices, 

guidance notes and contract specifications related to construction works. Therefore it 

is specially prepared for those who need to plan for project organization in the pre- 

construction phase and also for review of the project organization for effective project 

management. The users of this Reference Materials are suggested to bring to the 

attention of those stakeholders spell out in the Stakeholder Model for their 

information of their respective roles and responsibilities to accomplish the objectives 

of "Safety 嶼 Everybody Business" 

The Stakeholder Model provides only reference to the industrial stakeholders and is 

not a legal instrument to replace any laws, codes of practice, guidance notes etc. It is 

in fact a supplementary document providing reference for consideration by project 

management in planning their safety organization ahead taking into consideration of 

their respective political, economic, social and organizational aspects for making final 

decision. Therefore, the Stakeholder Model is not legally bound to be followed by the 

industrial stakeholders but a good practice to reduce errors in the perspective of 

human behaviors that may cause accident in the course of work 

The Stakeholder Model has a wide scope of application. It can apply to all work 

planning and procedures.which heavily rely on human performance such as those high 

risk works that require stringent monitoring e.g. permit-to-work. The specific roles and 

responsibilities proposed in the stakeholder model can reassure all the legal 

requirements and current standards and practices are properly handled by designated 

persons during organizational planning which is well before the construction phase 

where risks commence to emerge. 

12 
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3.1 Basic Concept of Stakeholder 

Everybody。砧 les a duty of care to his neighbor(Donoghue v Stevenson (193刀 UKHL 

100). He must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which he can reasonable 

foresee would be likely to injure his neighbor. In context of safety and health, there is 

an indisputable conclusion that accidents are caused by unsafe conducts of someone 

that has not been done to an acceptable standard resulting to harm of human bodies. 

That comes to questions: 

Is there an element of negligence find on someone if harms are being induced on 

his neighbors who are being affected by his acts or omissions? 

Does the negligence constitute an element of criminal offence or just an element 

of tort or both? 

Does someone mean a person or a class of persons? and, 

How should we describe this person or class of person? 

In this report, dIC defined this person or class of person as "Stakeholders". To narrow 

down the scope of this publication, CIC adopted the definition of stakeholder in 

accordance with Stanford Research Institute (1963) as "those group of people without 

whose support the organization would cease to exist" in order to confine this 

publication to be used by construction industry of Hong Kong 

13 



3.2 Roles, Levels and Responsibilities 酥 

Stakeh。lders 

Roles, levels and responsibilities are interrelated and each has their own definition. 

Role means a function or part that play in a particular operation or process. Level 

means a position in a project organization structure bearing a specific role to ensure 

the effective functioning of a particular operation or process. Responsibilities are the 

obligations designated to a specific stakeholder with a specific role at a specific 悒ye I. 

Their relationship is illustrated as figure below. 

Roles 

Jr 

L Resnonsibilities 

Figure 1: Inter-re/at湯nshmbetween roles, leve盡 and responsibilit絕5 

3.3.1 Roles 

In project organizational structure, there are different stakeholders involved and are 

given with different office titles. They may be client, client's representative, designer, 

main contractor, subcontractor and worker in general. Their roles can be distinguished 

by interests of their business or employment. 

厭t·f（靄 ＃- 

A project controller to oversee the overall performance of the 

entire project development and smooth operations in the 

perspective of quality, safety and environment issues in 

accordance with contract specifications 

14 
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Client 

representative 

Designer 

Main contractor 

subcontractor 

A designated person or office acting on behalf of the client under 

a lease or contract with obligations to protect the interests of the 

client to ensure the overall compliance of contract specifications 

A professional body by applying collective expertise in matter of 

their professional knowledge to give advice to client, who may be 

developer or contractor, depending on the scopes of work, on the 

design and execution of the project / operation. Scopes of work 

may include the initial design of a project development, the 

design of a temporary work or structure in construction phase 

and as well the design of electrical circuit basing on the need of 

the work. The "des幅ner" as spelled out in "Gu閣ance No艴S 可 

Des℃n 扣r Sofe鑼’ that they can be the 

architects/engineers/surveyors/interior des嚕ners and others 

who specify or alter a design or specify a particular method of 

work or material 

A person or firm engaged in carrying out construction work 

pursuant to a contract directly from client/developer 

A person or firm engaged in carrying out specific tasks of 

construction work pursuant to a contract directly from main 

contractor 

A person employed either by main contractor or subcontractor in 

carrying out designated tasks of construction work 

Workers in 

general 

Table 2: Roles可stake holders 
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3.3.2 Levels 

In a project organization, people are designated with respective posts to perform 

specific functions according to their competence. It is best fit to differentiate their 

functions in different levels because of its deliverables. They are broadly divided into 

strate劊c leveLtactica一宅yeLoperational level and behavioral 隱vel (Reason, 1993) 

l异」Ii【 3Y龜t灌 

persons holding 

 

Strategic level senior positions in an organization, with a 

Tactical level 

Operational 

一 eve I 

Behavioral level 

function to make high level decision at policy level in setting goals 

and objectives and have the authorities in allocation of resources 

and setting of criteria for appointment of competent contractors. 

Persons in line management with function to develop systems, 

programs, procedures, rules and any other means including the 

co-ordination and communication between parties to accomplish 

the goals and objectives. 

Persons in line management with supervisory function to 

monitor the system implementation and providing feedback for 

review to accomplish the goals and 殉ectives. 

Persons in line management with executive function to comply 

work procedures, rules and any other means to accomplish the 

goals and objectives 

Table 3: Leve店 man organizational structure 

At each level, because of different parties having their own roles in a project 

organization, there is a combination of stakeholders from different parties at same 

level. For example, stakeholders at strategic level may include persons from client or 

developer, client's representative, designers and main contractor at corporate level 

responsible to make high level decision. Stakeholders at tactica曰evel may include 

persons from client's representative, main contractor and subcontractor who are 

responsible for overall planning at project level. Stakeh創ders at operational level may 

include persons from client's representative, n1ain contractor and subcontractor 

monitoring and supervising workforce at project level. Stakeholders at behavioral level 

may include workers and operatives responsible for carrying out any tasks of 

construction work at project level. 
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atdifferent 短Va盡 

Due to the emerging complex organizational structure and high division of work, it is 

not uncommon that a person with specific role may be assigned with different 

functions at different levels. For example, a resident site staff (RSS) of client's 

representative, having the role to protect the interests of his client, may be assigned 

with functions at tactical level to participate in development of safe work procedures 

and as well at operational level to monitor the adherence of the front lines on the safe 

work procedures etc. 

Shared functionsmsame level 

There are also situations that same function at same level may be shared by persons 

having different roles from different parties. For example, an RSS of client's 

representative, a safety officer or safety supervisor of main contractor or 

subcontractor, they all have the function to monitor the adherence of the safe work 

procedures by the front lines. Each person must comply with that duty even if other 

stakeholders have the same one. However, such duty can be discharged to the extent 

that the person has the capacity to influence and control the matter. The reason is that 

a person cannot delegate his duties to others, but can make arrangements with them 

to do the things that will meet the duties on his behalf. 

Post titles at舀 ent 尼vel 

To capture all post titles in modern working environment would be extremely difficult 

in current complex organizational structure. Their titles are differing and never 

exhaustive in the trade. Instead of defining their titles for a specific function, it is best 

fit to differentiate vice versa, ie by their functions rather than the titles they are holding 

For example, a designer can be an architect, an engineer, a surveyor, an internal 

designer (DevB, 2013). In project design, a designer can be an architect at strategic 

level to give professional advice to client or developer. In structural design, a designer 

can be an engineer at tactical level to prepare a temporary work for structural support 

Even for minor work design, a designer can be a registered electrical worker at tactical 

level to prepare a wiring diagram for a switch room. Hence, at different levels, different 

stakeholders may have different titles designated depending on the functions that 

they need to perform 
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3.3.3 Responsibilities 

Laws are standards for compliance and are the responsibility that the duty holders 

should follow. To assist the industry to detail the responsibilities that stipulated under 

the laws, CIC has conducted a comprehensive research on all related legal instruments 

such as safety and health legislation, codes of practice, guidance notes and relevant 

contractual specifications that are currently practicing by the industry nowadays. The 

responsibilities are consolidated in a holistic rather than a task specific approach for 

the purpose of attaining greater applications across various activities undertaken 

within the industry. 

To further assist the stakeholders by their roles, levels and responsibilities, CIC has 

developed a "Stakeholder Model" that has listed out the safety responsibilities of 

respective stakeholders according to their roles and levels of functioning in a project 

organization. Their safety responsibilities are listed out in Tables below 

Table 4: 可Stakeholders at S計ategic Level 

Strategic Level 

A. Client 
一 

Examples可Stake holders: Developer, Works Departmen紛。r otherpe燼。ns holding similar 

office/function 

Types of responsibility Description 

Al. Pre-tendering 

consideration 

Al.l Formulate policy for project development 

Al.2 Establish performance targets 

Al.3 SpeciⅣ "Design 化rSafety" during 俐anning and allocate 

sufficient resources and time 

A1.4 Specify safety requirements for contractors 

AZ. Tendering consideration A2.1 Select and appoint competent main contractors and 

nominated subcontractors 

A3. Construction stage 

consideration 

A3.1 Maintain performance database of contractors 

A3.2 Review time impact due to subsequent changesmdesign 

A3.3 Take regulating actions against poor performer 

B.＃憮siCner 一…“一毛． 4 ．畦一…一 r 一 帶．：一暴 L璘規一＃搴球蕊了輛← L —— 
Examples of Stakeholde虜：Archi嬋ct, Engineer or other;pers 勛0咖9聊癜咖珈nct湯。 

Types of responsibility Description 

81. Pre-tendering 

consideration 

81.1 Plan and manage pre-construction design and arrangement 

81.2 Des嘻n out risk for the entire project“俺 cycle, including 
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construction, maintenance and demolition stage 

B2一丁endering consideration 82.1 Advise on selection and appointment of main contractors 

and nominated subcontractors 

B3. Construction stage 

consideration 

B3.1 In約rm c一沌nt and main contractor about 薊gnificant risks in 

des嚕n 

B3.2 Advise client on time impact due to subsequent changes in 

des吧n 

C. Client!s即喇姆燦 
Exatifof匙kehOIders:Gb甑 
pe店。ns holding smiiar cjp Ce/IL 

辮轉…轉（矗 
Types of responsibility Description 

Cl. Pre-tendering 

considerations 

Cl.l Participate in "Design for Safety" process 

C1.2 Advise on instructions, requirements and standards setm 

contract 

Tendering considerations C2.1 Advise on selection and appointment of main contractors 

and nominated subcontractors 

Construction stage 

considerations (Monitoring 

and Communication) 

C3.1 0verall control of work and safety 

C3.2 Monitor and appraise contractorIs safety performance 

C3.3 Communicate with client and designer on work progress 

D
：一

· 一闡amC6ht曲（:tOr 
$

.i 一‘． 

巒聽鷥緲辮黠爨 
。r。功 erPecsoas4g(qin gs總i/ar 

↓ ‘… 亂 d  一 …一  ．》 一 ． 

餓／纔蜜瑟鱔04總瓤 
號巧一．f 封；』 一曰； 一． - 

鑫爵羈 
兩pes 蘚 respbn軒bilit' 忐一夢“ Description 

Dl. P創化y and Directives D1.1 Formulate company safety policy and standards 

D1.2 Define standards for sa俺鉀 performance 

Accountability and 

Authority 

D2.l Set up and implement accountability system 

Support and resources D3.1 Provide sufficient support and resources 
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Table 5: Respons~ilities 可Stakeholders at TACTICAL Level 

Tactical Level 

E. Client's Representatives 

Examples 可Sta蛇holders: Resident Engineer or other persons holding similar office/function 

Types of responsibility Description 

El. Overall project 閉an fling El.1 Formulate Project wide safety system 

E1.2 Setup Project wide accountability system 

Monitoring and 

supervision 

E2.1 Suspend works that can cause imminent danger! situation 

E2.2 Supervise and direct the execution of works 

E2.3 Monitor works are adhered to requirements and standards 

set in contract 

E2.4 Monitor works are carried out according to endorsed safe 

work procedures and design 

E2.S Monitor adequacy of safety training 

E2.6 Conduct safety inspection and monitor corrective actions 

Review and Scrutiny E3.l Review and approve safety plan, safe work procedures, 

temporary works design and material submission 

Reporting E4.l Compile statistics and report contractor's safety 

per約rmance 

F. Main Contractor 

Examples 可 Stakeholders: Project Manager, Construction Manager, Si艷 age龐 Engineer or other 

persons holding similar office/function 

Types of responsibili印 Description 

Fl. Overall planning and 

establish safety program 

Fl.l Estab鵬h system to ensure safe and healthy work俐ace 

Fl.2 Incorporate inputs from client, designer, architect and safety 

officer in project sa艷ty plan 

Fl.3 A胚cate sufficient and adequate resources for safe execution 

of works, such as manpower, PPE, 例ant and equipment 

Fl.4 Prepare safety plan and working procedures 

Fl.5 Prepare temporary works design 

Fl.6 Define imminent danger! situation and empower respective 

site staff for suspension of work 

Fl.7 Develop incentive policy to encourage worke八 and 

subcontractors to follow safe work procedures 

Fl.8 Develop d偉c巾lina序 policy to penalize workers and 

subcontractors for not following safe work procedures 
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Standards of compliance F2,1 Establish system to identi伸 hazards and deve的p contr。恬 

F2.2 Ensure safety in-house rules, procedures and methods are 

developed, maintained and rev沌wed 

Selection and ev劃uation 

of subcontractors 

F3.1 Develop pre-qualification criteria for new subcontractor 

F3.2 Select and appoint competent subcontractors 

Monitoring and overall 

supervision 

F4.1 Suspend works that can cause imminent danger! situation 

F4.2 Setup accountability system for contractor and 

subcontractor 

F4.3 Continue to review safety plan and working procedures 

F4.4 Ensure proper execution of temporary works design 

F4.5 Ensure works are carried out according to endorsed safe 

work procedures and design 

F4.6 Conduct safety inspection and follow up corrective actions 

F4.7 Ensure reported hazards are promptly responded and 

re ct　池d 

FS. Communication and 

coordination 

FS.1 Ensure works are properly planned, coordinated and 

monitored among project teams and subcontractors 

FS.2 Ensure safe work procedures down reach to operational level 

FS.3 Ensure subcontractors understand requirements and hazards 

of works 

F6. Training for competence l F6.1 Train up site staff for necessary competence 

FG.2 Ensure the competence of workforce of subcontractors 

G. Main Contractor - Safety P 

Examples 可5th蛇holders: Scfet 

叻ice摩unct的n 

'ersonnel 

y Manager, Sofe汐 C咖cer or other persons holding similar 

Types of responsibility Description 

G1. Planning and 

im俐ementation of safe鉀 

system 

61.1 Assist development and im俐ementation of safety program 

Monitoring 

- 

I 

62.1 Suspend works that can cause imminent dange"situation 

62.2 Report irregularities on safety system 

62.3 Assist to identi紳 hazards and recommend controls 

62.4 Conduct safety inspection & recommend corrective actions 

62.5 Invest憎ate incident and suggest remedial actions 

62.5 Monitor behaviours of workers and foremen 

Communication 63.1 Communicate work酬ace hazards to affected workers 

63.2 Report contractor's and subcontractors' safety performance 



64．亓aining i64.1 0rganize sa穩ty training 約r staff, worke鷓 and subcontract哪 

H. Subcontractor of any tiers 

Examples 可Stokeholders: Site Agent, Engineer or other persons ho!百ing similar office/func廿on 

Types of responsibility Description 

Hi. Communication with 

main contractor 

H1.1 Secure prior approval from main contractor before 

commencement of work 

H1.2 Maintain coordination and communication with main 

contractor 

Hi.3 Comp∼ 鈉iith all in-house sa艴ty ru艷S 

Overall planning and 

mon佳。nng 

H2.1 Pr。調de site specific safety 俐an 

H2.2 Ensure works are carried out according to endorsed safe 

work procedures, design and statutory requirements 

Overall superv傳岣n and 

delegation of power 

H3.1 Ensure proper superv怡℃n of work 

H3.2 Suspend works that can cause imminent dange"situation 

H3.3 Ensure reported hazards are promptly responded and 

rectified 

H3.4 Delegate power to operational level to remove workers from 

蚍e who repeatedly violate safety of works 

Prov偉嗆n of resources H4.1 Ensure the provision of necessary PPE 

H4.2 Ensure provision of safe plant and equipment 

KS. Assurance of competence HS.1 Provide necessary tr翻ning to own staff 俺rcompetence at 

work 

I. Subcontractor of any tiers - Safety Personnel 

Examples 可Sta紐holders: Safe~（〕咖cer or other persons h。川ing similar office/function 

Types of responsibility Description 

Ii. Planning and 

im~ementation of sa化ty 

system 

11.1 Assist development and implementation of safety program 

12. Monitoring 12.1 Suspend works that can cause imminent danger! situation 

12.2 Assist to identify hazards and recommend controls 

12.3 Conduct safety inspection & recommend corrective actions 

12.4 Investigate incident and suggest remedial actions 

12.5 Monitor behaviours of workers and foremen 

13.1 Communicate work俐ace hazards to affected worke匡 

I3.2 Report workers' safety performance to subcontractor 

14.1 0氓anize sa佗ty training for staff and workers 斷 

subcontractors 

IS. Communication 
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Table 6: Responsibilit紀S 可Stakebolders at OPERATIONAL Level 

Operational Level 

Client's Representatives 

Examples曠Sta蛇holders: lnspectora蛾 Work Supervisors or other persons holding s/mi/or 

（〕刃 V ce/function 

Types of responsibility Description 

ii. Monitoring and inspection 几1 Suspend works that can cause imminent dange"situation 

J1.2 Require contractor and subcontractorfor prompt 

rectification 

u1.S Supervise and inspect project work 

.11.4 Ensure works are carried out according to specification, 

drawings and contract and statutory requirements 

J2. Report site safety 

per約rmance 

J2.1 Check, coordinate and report safety matters to line 

management 

J2.2 Monitor safety performance of contractor and 

subcontractors 

Main contractor 

Exam p旭S 可S切紐holders: Fore 

Engineer (ICE), Registered Profe. 

office/function 

“ 擁龜 

non, So拋tv Suoervisor. Comoetent Peron (CPJ.mdeoendent Checkina 

ssionai tng:neer( nr制。rorner persons nolaing sirmor 

軋…  一 

Types of responsibility 
- 

Description 

Ki. Assurance of safe 

workplace and equipment 

K1.1 Ensure understanding of and adherence to approved safe 

work procedures 

K1.2 Prompt rectification of unsafe condition 

K1.3 Suspend works that can cause imminent danger/ situation 

K1.4 Ensure unsafe plant & equipment are not used 

K2. Supervision of 

subcontractors and workers 

K2.1 Follow safe 訥iorking procedures 

K2.2 Remove workers from site who repeatedly violate safe work 

procedures 

K2.3 Ensure proper use of PPE 

KB. Communication with 

subcontractors and workers 

K3.1 Ensure subcontractors and workers understand 

requirements of hazards of works 
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L. Subcontractor of any tiers 

Examples 可st＜】紐holders: Foreman, Sofe汐Supervis毗餌 RPE or other persons holding similar 

office/function 

Types of responsibility Description 

Li. Assurance of safe 

work俐ace and equ巾ment 

Li.i Ensure understanding of and adherence to approved safe 

work procedures 

Li.2 Prompt rectification of unsafe condition 

Li.3 Suspend works that can cause imminent dange"situation 

Li.4 Ensure unsafe plant & equipment are not used 

Supervis嗆n 斫 

subcontractors and workers 

L2.1 Fol坰蚋i safe workingprocedures 

L2.2 Remove workers from site who repeatedly v回ate safe work 

procedures 

L2.3 Ensure proper use of PPE 

Communication with 

workers 

LS.1 Ensure workers understand requirements of hazards of 

works 

Table 7: Responsibmties 可Stakeholders at BEHAVIOURAL Level 

Behavioural Level 

M. Main contractor / Subcontractor of any tiers 

Examples 可Sta紀holders: Workers, Operatives or other persons holding similar oj多『cc廳unction 

Types of responsibility Description 

Ml. Compliance of rules and 

instructions 

M1.1 Adhere to safe work procedures, instructions, training 

materia幡 and rules 

Mi.2 Cooperate with employer 

Participation of safety 

training 

M2.i Participate in safety training 

Communication with 

supervisors and c。一＼ workers 

M3.1 Report accident! incident! DO to supervisor 

M3.2 Report hazards to superv你。rand 訥iarn c。一鈉 /0 rke rs 

M3.3 Make suggestions to improve safety 

M3.4 Give feedback on contr創 measures 

Use of Personal 

Protective Equipment 

M4.i Wear PPE whenever necessary 

MS. Caring of himself and 

others 

MS.1. Refuse to carry out 謝。rk at unsafe environment or when 

others could be jeopardized 
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The 一 ncident 

ABC House is a block of building comprising of both residential and commercial units 

built in 1973. It was built with a concrete canopy on the lst floor which was a cantilever 

structure projecting out from the external wall of ABC House. 

In August 1994, the whole of the concrete canopy along Ping On Street side of the 

building collapsed and fell onto the pavement below. As a result of this collapse, 1 

pedestrian was killed and 7 were injured. 

4.2 Background 

In November 1984, the landlord of 1/F entered into a tenancy agreement with Good 

Taste Restaurant Limited (hereinafter "Good Taste") for a term of 10 years. Sometime 

between October to December 1984, when renovation work was being carried out to 

prepare for the opening of Good Taste, a fish tank was constructed, partly standing on 

the concrete canopy over Ping On Street at the 1/F and partly standing inside the 

premises of Good Taste. If we can turn the clock back to November 1984, the 

construction of this fish tank partly on the canopy must be an issue for discussion by 

the respective stakeholders in this renovation project on their respective safety roles 

and responsibilities to prevent any possibility to collapse 

4.3 Findings by Buildings Department 

Immediate after the collapse of the canopy, the Buildings Department (hereinafter 

"BD") carried out a full investigation into the causes of the collapse. It came out with 

a final report on the matter in October 1994. The following findings were accepted as 

agreed facts by the parties in a High Court Personal Injury Action: 

Building plans for ABC House indicated a concrete canopy projecting at 1/F level. 

This canopy was to be constructed with 0.75 inch cement rendering with two 

layers of asphalt to be applied to the top surface. 
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Examination by SD discovered that the reinforcing steel bars showed deviations 

largely from approved structural plans. They were irregularly spaced and, more 

importantly, they, instead of being spaced 0.5 inch from the top surface of the 

canopy, were set more towards the middle and bottom part of the canopy slab 

Condition of those reinforcing steel bars of the collapsed canopy had rusted at 

the interface between the canopy slab and the 1/F beam 

Corrosion had penetrated through the entire diameter of almost all the 

reinforcing steel bars such that no fresh steel was visible at the breakpoint of the 

bars 

The rusting or corrosion did not extend along the length of these reinforcing steel 

bars but was only at the interface of the canopy slab with the 1/F beam 

The collapsed canopy had two concrete toppings varying from between 35 mm 

to 40mm thick, but with no asphalt layers as indicated in the approved plans 

On top of this, there were two layers of additional screeding. Each layer of 

screeding varied between 25 mm to 30mm in thickness 

In the area around the fish tank, the screeding had also been increased in 

thickness to form a base of approximately 40mm to 50mm 

The fish tank construction was first indicated on plans submitted to SD in March 

1985. The proposal was considered by BD as structurally unsuitable in general 

and approval was not given 

Further referrals in June and July 1988 again indicated the fish tank construction. 

Inspection by BD confirmed the fish tank and objections were therefore raised by 

BD 

On 21 November 1988, Good Taste engaged an authorized person and a 

structural engineer to submit calculations to BO justifying the adequacy of the 

canopy to support the fish tank 

Such calculations based on the assumption that the reinforcing steel bars were 

0.375 inch in diameter and 4.5 inches spacing. By that assumption, the 

calculations were considered acceptable by SD 

However, it turned out that the reinforcing steel bars were spaced 7 inches apart 

Despite BD accepted the calculations, SD indicated that the fish tank, inter alia, 

was an unauthorized structure contravening the Building Ordinance and that 

action might be taken under the Building Ordinance to remove the unauthorized 

砧1orks. 

Furthermore, there was an advertising sign for Good Taste of one storey high 

which was assumed that one-third of its weight would be on the canopy in the 

final report by SD 

SD carried out a structural evaluation of the canopy slab based on the original 
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approved plans as well as the "as built" condition of the canopy. Result found that 

the original design of the canopy had a satisfactory safety factor to retain the fish 

tank and the advertising sign. But as to the "as built" condition, the addition of 

the extra screeding alone had already overstressed the safety factor, not to 

mention the fish tank and the sign board. 

4.4 Causes of the Collapse 

The canopy was designed to be non-load bearing 

Construction deviated from the approved plans had led to overstressing of steel 

bars and the thence the concrete slab resulting in cracking in concrete at the point 

where it jointed the main building 

The additional weight of the screeding, the fish tank and the sign board had 

further aggravated the cracking at the interface. 

Rainwater and perhaps sea water from the fish tank found their way into the 

cracks and corroded the reinforcing steel bars at the interface. 

s. Vibrations induced by the dismantling of the fish tank an hour before the accident 

had further propagated failure 

4.5 Applications of the StakeholderModel 

The Stakeholder Model is a generic model that can be applied to any stage of 

construction. From the information available, the mishap happened in August 1994. 

Yet the onset of the incident can be traced back to the construction phase of Albert 

House in 1973. The chain of events that finally led to the incident can be linked up 

from construction phase in 1973 to the renovation phase in 1984 and finally to the 

demolition phase in 1994. Due to the long lapse of time, only scanty information was 

available for analysis. The following case stud淹s were based on the available 怡cts and 

inferences deduced from them. The application of the model in this case is just for a 

case study. It does not indicate nor imply nor attempt to indicate or imply any liabilities 

on any parties involved in this incident. CIC (and any of their respective directors or 

officers) shall not be liable for any losses or damages of any nature to anyone which may 

arise from any information or inference drawn from this study 
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4.5.1 The Construction Phase 

In 1973 when Albert House was constructed, the approved plans indicated a concrete 

canopy projecting at 1/F level. This canopy was to be constructed with 0.75 inch 

cement rendering with two layers of asphalt to be apply to the top surface. These two 

layers of asphalt were somehow not being laid according to approved plans. More 

importantly, these reinforcing steel bars were spaced irregularly and instead of spaced 

half inch from the top surface of the canopy, set more towards the middle and bottom 

part of the canopy slab. This layout deviated largely from approved structural plans 

Obviously, the misconduct of the contractor foreshadowed the underlying cause that 

led to collapse of the canopy on 1 August 1994. 

Application of Stakeh。熔er Model at cons訂uction 

chain。fmcident 

tobreakthe 

    

Level Role Actions to break the chain 

u扇
C
)4
.
《
I
-
4
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U
,
 

 

Dev創。per Select and appoint competent contractor to 

undertake out the construction project 

Appoint client's representatives to take up 

monitoring on site if developer is not 

knowledgeable 

Designer Plan and manage the pre-construction design and 

arrangement 

Advise selection of competent contractor in 

respect of her des蜘 

Main Contractor Ensure set up of accountability and its 

implementation on site 

一
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一
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一

U
一
 
	

4
.
I

U
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Main Contractor Set up accountability system for enforcement 

Ensure competence of subcontractor 

Ensure works are properly planned, coordinated 

and monitored among subcontractors 

Conduct inspection and follow up corrective 

actions 

Subcontractor Ensure proper site supervision of work 

Provide necessary training to own staff 
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Level Role Actions to break the chain 

IBU
O

!zeiadO
 

Main contract創 Ensure safe work procedures are followed 

Ensure subcontractor understand requirements of 

work 

Subcontractor Ensure adherence of safe work procedures 

Ensure workers understand requirements of work 

需
I
-
0
寫
(
5-
C鯊  

Main contractor 

and subcontractor 

Adhere safe work procedures 

Cooperate with employer 

Table 8: Actions to break the chain 可accidentmconstruction phase 

4.5.2 The Renovation Phase 

When the renovation commenced in October 1984, as deduced from the information, 

New Best has engaged an interior designer who might also take up the role as a 

renovation contractor in the same project to carry out the renovation work. There was 

no information to show that Good Taste has engaged a client's representative to 

monitor the renovation work for her. Despite an authorized person a structural 

engineerwas engaged by Good Taste in March 1988 to submit plans to BD forjustifying 

the adequacy of the canopy to support the fish tank. No remedies had been physically 

undertaken by any parties until the outbreak of the incident in 1994. 

Applicat肋n 餅Stakeholder Model at renovation phase to break the chain 

ofmcident 

Level Role Actions to break the chain 
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aient Select and appoint competent contractor to 

unde隨ake the renovation project 

Specify design for safety during planning of the 

renovation work 

. Appoint client's repiesentatiVes to take up 

monitoring on site if client is not knowledgeable 
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Level Role Actions to break the chain 
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Authorized person 

and structural 

engineer engaged 

in 1988 

Plan and manage the construction design and 

arrangement by investigating the 'as built" 

condition against the original approved plans (not 

to mention the deviation of reinforcing bars 

embedded in the concrete, the absence of two 

asphalt layers and presence of two additional 

screeding should be a patent sign of deviation) 

Design out risk by suggesting additional structural 

supports for the fish tank, screeding and sign board 

to BD instead of assuming on original approved 

俐ans 

Internal designer 

cum contractor 

engaged in 1984 

Plan and manage the pre-construction design and 

arrangement by seeking advice from authorized 

person or structural engineer on the effect of 

loading on canopy by the fish tank, screeding and 

the sign board. 

Design out risk the entire renovation project 

Inform client about the significant risk in design 

元
C
-
)
4
-
J

C
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Designer curn 

Contractor 

Establish system to identi匈 hazards and deve咖 

controls by holding pre-work meetings with 

subcontractor 

Select and appoint competent subcontract who is 

knowledgeable in carrying out alteration and 

additional work to building 

Conduct inspection to identify hazardous 

situations 

Ensure reported hazards are promptly handled and 

seek advice from professionals if necessary 

Maintain communication with main contractor to 

report hazardous conditions 

Suspend work that can cause imminent situation 

and seek advice from main contractor 

Ensure hazardous situations identified are 

promptly responded by main contractor 

Subcontractor 
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Level Role Actions to break the chain 

元
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0
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Main contractor Suspend works that can cause imminent situation 

and report to employer for advice 

subcontractor Suspend works that can cause imminent situation 

and report to main contractor for advice 

leJo
!A

eq
a
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Main contractor 

and subcontractor 

Report hazardous situation to supervisor and seek 

advice from employer 

Table 9: Act加ns to break the cham 可act閹entmrenovation phase 

4.5.3 The Demolition Phase 

When the demolition commenced in August 1994, construction deviated from the 

approved plans had led to overstressing of steel bars and thence created cracks in 

concrete at the point where it jointed the main building. Without the protection of the 

asphalt layers, rainwater found their way into the cracks and corroded the reinforcing 

steel bars at the interface. The degradation of the canopy progressed further in Dec 

1984 when additional weight of the screeding, the fish tank and the advertising sign 

board had further aggravated the cracking at the interface. Finally in August 1994, 

corrosion had penetrated through the entire diameter of almost all the reinforcing 

steel bars such that no fresh steel was visible at the breakpoint of the bars. The use of 

hammering machine to dismantle the fish tank at the canopy became the straw that 

broke the camel's back. The canopy finally collapsed resulting the mishap 

Apj勸cation 可Stakeholder Model at demolition phase to break the chain 

ofmcident 

Level Role Actions to break the chain 

u
一
皺捲
謗
  

Client Select and appoint competent contractor to 

undertake the rEnovation project 

Speci侮 design for safety during planning of the 

demolition work 

. AnDoint client's reoresentatives to take uo 

monitoring on site ii cuent is not Knowiedgeable 
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Demolition 

contractor 

Plan and manage the demolition project by 

seeking advice from structural engineer on the 

physical strength of the canopy for support of the 

demolition process 

Design out risk the entire demolition project 

Inform client about the significant risk in 

demolition 

A design structural 

engineer 

Plan and manage the demolition process by 

investigating physical strength of the canopy for 

support of the demolition process 

Design out risk by suggesting temporary work for 

support of the demolition process 
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Demolition 

contractor 

Incorporate inputs from client, structural 

engineer 

Allocate sufficient and adequate resources for 

safe execution of work in providing temporary 

work for support of the canopy 

Prepare temporary works design 

Select and appoint competent subcontract who is 

knowledgeable in carrying out demolition work 

Establish system to identify hazards and develop 

controls by holding pre-demolition meetings with 

subcontractor 

Ensure rules, procedures are developed, 

maintained and reviewed 

Select and appoint competent subcontractor 

Ensure proper execution of temporary works 

design 

Conduct inspection to identi句 hazardous 

situations 

Suspend work that can cause imminent situation 

and seek advice from main contractor 

Ensure reported hazards are promptly handled 

Ensure work procedures down reach to 

operational level 

Ensure subcontractor understand requirements 
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Subcontractor Maintain communication with main contractor to 

report hazardous conditions 

Ensure works are carried out according to work 

procedures and design 

Suspend work that can cause imminent situation 

and seek advice from main contractor 

Ensure hazardous situations identified are 

promptly responded by main contractor 

Ieuo
n
eJad
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Structural engineer 

or independent 

checking engineer 

Ensure unsafe temporary work design are not 

used 

Main contractor Suspend works that can cause imminent situation 

and report toemp向yer for advice 

Ensure understanding and adherence of work 

procedures 

subcontractor Suspend works that can cause imminent situation 

and repo忱 to main contractor for advice 

Ensure understanding and adherence of work 

procedures 

IeJO
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Main contractor 

and subcontractor 

Adhere to work procedures 

Report hazardous situation to supervisor and 

seek advice from employer 

Feedback on control measures 

Table 10: Actions to break the chain 可accident in demolition phase 
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The stakeholder model is a human performance-based model which emphasizes and 

judges on the performance of specific responsibilities by a specific stakeholder at a 

specific level to achieve specific finding of the cause of matter, therefore this model 

can be applied generally to any human group activities. In case if there is a failure to 

make such a finding, the model would be able to assist to identify the shortfalls in the 

system, such as whether the respective stakeholders, their respective levels and/or 

their respective responsibilities are non-conclusive, unclear or not properly defined. 

These results are not faults finding but to provide an effective source of information 

for future review of policies and procedures to achieve the business goals and 

objectives 
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